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IntroductionIntroduction

Th i i i i h i l i i h W b• There is a growing interest in sharing personal opinions on the Web, 
such as product reviews, economic analysis, political polls, etc. 

• Opinion-oriented applications: opinion mining, sentiment 
classification, opinion summarization, opinion question & answering.
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Introduction

O f C

Introduction

• Opinion retrieval was first presented in the TREC 2006 Blog 
track [Macdonald and Ounis. 2006]. Chinese opinion retrieval 
was presented in COAE (Chinese Opinion Analysiswas presented in COAE (Chinese Opinion Analysis 
Evaluation) [Zhao et al., 2008].

• Objective of opinion retrieval:
– retrieve documents that express an opinion about a given target. 

• The topic of the document is not required to be the same as 
the target but an opinion about the target has to be presentedthe target, but an opinion about the target has to be presented 
in the document.
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IntroductionIntroduction

• Comparison between information retrieval and opinion 
retrieval

I f ti d– Information need
Fact vs. opinion

– MeasurementMeasurement
Similarity vs. ?

– Granularity
Document vs. sentence

– Top-k
D t th fi t t k d tDocuments on the first page vs. top-k documents
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IntroductionIntroduction

P B [P 2008] t d th t A l t i i t i lPang Bo [Pang 2008] suggested that A complete opinion retrieval 
application might involve attacking each of the following problems.

•Blogs can vary quite • General purpose 
widely in content, 
style, presentation, 
and even level of 
grammaticality

p p
v. s. opinion-
oriented

1. How to 1. How to 2 How to2 How toindicate an 
opinion 
search?

indicate an 
opinion 
search?

2. How to 
identify  

opinions?

2. How to 
identify  

opinions?

3. How to 
determine the 

specific 
feature of 

items in the 

3. How to 
determine the 

specific 
feature of 

items in the 

4. Some other 
aspects:

4. Some other 
aspects:

•Free-form text can be 
much harder for 
computer to analyze

•Discourse

•Aggregation of votes
•Highlight some opinions
•Disagreement and 
consensus

•Opinion holders

query?query?
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IntroductionIntroduction

• We realize our objective for opinion retrieval in the 
following three phases:

Re-rank the documents retrieved by 
general purpose search engine (2, 3)

Integrate opinion features into 
t t i l i (4)current retrieval processing (4)

Develop an opinion oriented searchDevelop an opinion-oriented search 
engine, i.e. opinion searcher (1)
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Motivation

C

Motivation

• A 2-stage approach was proposed in TREC
– Detect the relevance of the document, Scorerel

– Identify the opinion of the document, ScoreopIdentify the opinion of the document, Scoreop

• An example of opinion retrieval, e.g. Q=‘Avatar’

Th ll f ki i t d• The overall score for ranking is computed as 

where                                  ,,
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MotivationMotivation

• Limitations:
– Relevance of the document ≠ relevance of the opinion

– Degree of the sentiment word ≠ importance of the opinion

O M th d• Our Method:
– We proposed to handle opinion retrieval in the granularity of sentence.

– Word pair was proposed to maintain both intra-sentence and inter-
sentence contextual information.

– Contextual information is integrated into our graph-based opinion 
retrieval model.
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Formal DefinitionFormal Definition

G { } f• Given a document set D={d1,d2,d3,…,dn}, and a specific query
Q={q1,q2,q3,…,qz}, where q1,q2,q3,…,qz  are query keywords. 
Opinion retrieval aims at retrieving documents from D withOpinion retrieval aims at retrieving documents from D with 
relevant opinion about the query Q. 

• In addition, we construct a sentiment word lexicon Vo and a 
topic term lexicon Vt .

• Definition: topic-sentiment word pair pij consists of two 
elements one is from Vt and the other one is from Velements, one is from Vt, and the other one is from Vo.
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Intra sentence InformationIntra-sentence Information

f• Intra-sentence contextual information
– The association between an opinion and its corresponding  target can 

be expressed in a word pair.p p
– Practically, a word pair represents a relevant opinion.

• There may be more than one opinion in one sentence. We 
split each sentence into a set of word pairs:

• The more relevant opinions the sentence includes the higherThe more relevant opinions the sentence includes, the higher 
weight it carries.
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Inter sentence InformationInter-sentence Information

f• Inter-sentence contextual information
– The relationship among the opinions on the same topic
– The contribution of a word pair is determined by the inter-sentenceThe contribution of a word pair is determined by the inter sentence 

information.

W th t th t t i th• We assume that the more sentences contain the same 
opinion, the more contribution the opinion makes to those 
sentences, and hence the document.,
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HITS ModelHITS Model

G S• Graph-based ranking algorithms, such as HITS or PageRank, 
have been traditionally and successfully used in citation 
analysis, social networks [Wan et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009;analysis, social networks [Wan et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; 
Erkan and Radev, 2004, Li et al., 2009].

• Graph-based ranking algorithm is a way of deciding on the 
importance of a vertex within a graph, by taking into account 
global information recursively computed from the entire graphglobal information recursively computed from the entire graph, 
rather than relying only on local information.

• Because contributions vary a lot from word pair to word pair, 
we apply HITS model to opinion retrieval. 
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HITS ModelHITS Model

O S• Our proposed opinion retrieval model is based on HITS model 
and it contains two layers.
– The word pairs layer is considered as hubs and the documents layerThe word pairs layer is considered as hubs and the documents layer 

authorities.

A word pair that has links to many documents denotes a strong associative 
degree between the two items, i.e. <ti,oj>.g , i, j

A document that has links to many word pairs is with many relevant 
opinions, and it will result in high ranking.
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HITS ModelHITS Model

f• We compute the contribution by the weight of the edge 
connecting between the word pairs and the documents.
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HITS ModelHITS Model

• All word pairs are initialized equally. In each iteration T+1, the 
scores of Hubs and Authorities are updated according to the 
scores in iteration T.scores in iteration T.

• The convergence of the iteration is achieved when the g
difference between the scores computed at two successive 
iterations falls below a given threshold.

• The documents are ranked by the Authorities scores.
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Experiment SettingExperiment Setting

D• Dataset: 
– COAE08 dataset, which consists of 40000 blogs and reviews. 20 queries are 

provided in COAE08.

• Sentiment Lexicon:
– The Lexicon of Chinese Positive Words
– Lexicon of Chinese Negative Wordsg
– The opinion word lexicon provided by National Taiwan University
– Sentiment word lexicon and comment word lexicon from Hownet

• Topic Term Collection:Topic Term Collection:
– The dictionary-based method
– The web-based method

B li A h• Baseline Approach:
– ROCC [Zhang and Yu, 2007]
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Experimental Parameter & MetricsExperimental Parameter & Metrics

( )• Experimental parameter tuning (λ in Equation 1)

– λ =0.4

• Experimental Metrics
– MAP: Mean Average Precision
– Rpre: R-precisionRpre: R precision
– bPref: binary Preference 
– P@10: Precision at 10 documents 
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Experimental Result 1Experimental Result 1

C f ff CO• Comparison of different approaches on COAE08 dataset, and 
the best is highlighted

– IR: A classical information retrieval model
– Doc: The 2-stage document-based opinion retrieval model
– ROSC: This was the model which achieved the best run in TREC Blog 07g
– GORM: our proposed graph-based opinion retrieval model
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Experimental Result 2Experimental Result 2

ff f CO• Difference from Median on COAE08 dataset

– The Median Precision is 0.3724.
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Experimental Result 3Experimental Result 3

f CO• Top-5 highest weight word pairs for 5 queries in COAE08 
dataset
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DiscussionDiscussion

R lt 1 h d th t GORM t f d th th h i ll• Result 1 showed that GORM outperformed the other approaches in all 
metrics. 

– About 20% improvement of MAP was achieved by sentence-based approach.

• Result 2 showed that GORM performed well in most of the queries. Except 
for:

– Topic 11, i.e. ‘指环王’ (Lord of the King): there were only 8 relevant documents without any 
opinion and 14 documents with relevant opinions.

– Topic 8 i e ‘成龙’ (Jackie Chan) & topic 7 i e ‘李连杰’ (Jet Lee): there were a number ofTopic 8, i.e. 成龙  (Jackie Chan) & topic 7, i.e. 李连杰  (Jet Lee): there were a number of 
similar relevant targets for the two topics.

• Result 3 showed that high-weighted word pairs could represent the relevantResult 3 showed that high weighted word pairs could represent the relevant 
opinions about the corresponding queries.
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Related WorkRelated Work

• Sentiment lexicon-based approaches

H h l d li h i h l i b d i i l– Hannah et al proposed a lightweight lexicon-based statistical 
approach [Hannah et al., 2007].

Amati et al generated a weighted dictionary from previous TREC– Amati et al generated a weighted dictionary from previous TREC 
relevance data [Amati et al., 2007]. 

– Na et al. created a pseudo opinionated word composed of allNa et al. created a pseudo opinionated word composed of all 
opinion words, which was shown to be very effective in TREC 2008 
[Na et al., 2009].

– Huang and Croft proposed an effective relevance model by 
considering both query-independent and query-dependent 
sentiment [Huang and Croft, 2009].[ g ]
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Related WorkRelated Work

f f• Unified models for opinion retrieval:

Eguchi and Lavrenko proposed an opinion retrieval model in the– Eguchi and Lavrenko proposed an opinion retrieval model in the 
framework of generative language modeling [Eguchi and Lavrenko, 
2006].

– Mei et al. tried to build a fine-grained opinion retrieval system for 
consumer products [Mei et al., 2007].

Zh d Y d ti d l t if t i l d– Zhang and Ye proposed a generative model to unify topic relevance and 
opinion generation [Zhang and Ye, 2008].

– Huang and Croft proposed a unified opinion retrieval model according toHuang and Croft proposed a unified opinion retrieval model according to 
the K-L divergence between the two probability distributions of opinion 
relevance model and document mode [Huang and Croft, 2009]. 
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ConclusionConclusion

• The information need for opinion retrieval has been 
proposed.

• Both intra-sentence and inter-sentence contextual 
information are well represent by word pairsinformation are well represent by word pairs.

• A sentence based opinion retrieval approach is unified• A sentence-based opinion retrieval approach is unified 
through the graph-based model which performs well on 
COAE08 dataset.COAE08 dataset.
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Future workFuture work

I i h f h d h h ld b li d h• It is worth further study on how they could be applied to other 
opinion oriented applications, e.g. opinion summarization, opinion 
prediction, etc.

• The characteristics of blogs will be taken into consideration, i.e., the 
post time which could be helpful to create a more time sensitivitypost time, which could be helpful to create a more time sensitivity 
graph to filter out fake opinions.

• Opinion holder is another important role of an opinion, and the 
identification of opinion holder is a main task in NTCIR. It would be 
interesting to study opinion holders e g its seniority for opinioninteresting to study opinion holders, e.g. its seniority, for opinion 
retrieval.
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